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ABSTRACT 
 
Time Series Study of Urban Rainfall Suppression                                                           
during Clean-up Periods. (December 2007) 
Jun Geng, B.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology; 
M.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. William H. Marlow 
 
 The effect on urban rainfall of pollution aerosols is studied both by data analysis 
and computational simulation.  Our study examines data for urban areas undergoing 
decadal clean-up. We compare the annual precipitation between polluted sites and 
relatively clean sites through the time range before and during their clean-up periods to 
see how the air quality may affect the precipitation amount.  By comparing the annual 
precipitation amount between two polluted sites with different elevations we demonstrate 
the role that elevation may play in rainfall suppression.  Based on the data we collected, 
we built a model to analyze the relationship between air pollution aerosols and 
precipitation.  Finally, we used a model of time dependent condensational aerosol growth 
to numerically study the relationship of air pollution aerosols and precipitation amount. 
Based on these results, we found a negative relationship of precipitation amount and air 
pollution amount; also, the simulation results clearly demonstrated that too many air 
pollution particles will deplete the water vapor and suppress further growth of 
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condensation nuclei (CN) toward cloud condensation nuclei (CNN). This study 
supported the theoretical explanation on why air pollution could suppress urban rainfall. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
1.   Aerosols 
Aerosols, sometimes also called airborne particulate matter (PM), refer to those 
tiny solid or liquid particles suspended in the air.  Their sizes can range from nanometers 
to hundreds of micrometers in diameter.  They can be divided as PM10 which is used to 
describe particles with diameters of 10 micrometers or less and PM2.5 representing 
particles less than 2.5 micrometers in aerodynamic diameter; other numeric values may 
also be used depending upon specific need.  The classification of free-molecule regime, 
transition regime and continuum regime is also often used.  Generally, the free-molecule 
regime denotes small particles with aerodynamic diameter of several nanometers while 
the continuum regime is for the relatively large particles whose aerodynamic diameters 
are in the range of micrometers (0.1 to several micrometers).  
Atmospheric particles come from both natural and human sources.  The ocean is 
a large source of particles, though most of the particles sea spray produce fall back to the 
ocean close to where they were emitted.  Combustion sources contribute most to the 
anthropogenic part, namely the burning of fossil fuel in internal and external combustion 
engines in automobiles and power plants, and the dust blown from construction and 
agricultural sites and other land areas where the water or vegetation has been removed.  
Some of these particles are emitted directly to the atmosphere (primary emissions) and 
some are emitted as gases and form particles in the atmosphere (secondary emissions).  
The compositions of aerosol particles depend on their sources.  Wind-blown 
mineral dust mainly consists of mineral oxides and other material blown from the earth’s 
____________ 
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crust; this aerosol is light absorbing.  Sea salt (Lave and Seskin 1973) is considered the 
second largest component of the global aerosol budget, and consists mainly of sodium 
chloride originating from sea spray; other constituents of atmospheric sea salt reflect the 
composition of sea water, and thus include magnesium, sulfate, calcium, potassium, etc.  
In addition, sea spray aerosols may contain organic compounds which influence the 
chemistry of those aerosols.  
Secondary particles derive from the oxidation of primary gases such as sulfur and 
nitrogen oxides into sulfuric acid (liquid) and nitric acid (gaseous).  The precursors for 
these aerosols, i.e. he gases from which they originate, may have an anthropogenic 
origin (from fossil fuel combustion) and a natural biogenic origin.  In the presence of 
ammonia, secondary aerosols often form ammonium salts, i.e. ammonium sulfate and 
ammonium nitrate, both of which could be dry or in aqueous solution); in the absence of 
ammonia, secondary compounds take an acidic form as sulfuric acid (liquid aerosol 
droplets) and nitric acid (atmospheric gas).  Secondary sulfate and nitrate aerosol are 
strong light scatters (InsideEPA.com) because the presence of sulfate and nitrate causes 
the aerosols to grow by water absorption, or condensation to a size that can scatter light 
effectively. 
Organic matter (OM) can be either primary or secondary, and the latter part 
derives from the oxidation of volatile organic compounds (VOCs).  Organic material in 
the atmosphere may either be biogenic or anthropogenic.  Organic matter influences the 
atmospheric radiation field by both scattering and absorption.  Another important aerosol 
type is constituted of elemental carbon (EC, also known as black carbon, BC).  This 
aerosol type contains strongly light absorbing materials and is thought to yield large 
positive radiactive forcing.  Organic matter and elemental carbon together constitute the 
carbonaceous fraction of aerosols (Mokdad 2004).  
The chemical composition of the aerosol directly affects how it interacts with 
solar radiation and is not the focus of this article. 
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Air pollution aerosols refer to ambient aerosols as mentioned above, they arising 
from both natural processes and human activity.  They have been receiving more 
attention by countries all over the world since they are closely related to the human 
health and the environment.  
 
2.   Effects of pollutant aerosols on precipitation 
The formation of precipitation involves several complex processes.  In 
meteorology, precipitation is any product of the condensation of atmospheric water 
vapor deposited on the earth’s surface.  When supersaturation conditions arise, the water 
vapor in the atmosphere starts to deposit on the cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) which 
are very small particles.  This process is called cloud condensation nucleation.  When 
these small particles grow bigger, the process of coagulation dominates.   Aerosol 
particles suspended in a fluid may come into contact because of their Brownian motion 
or as a result of their motion produced by hydrodynamic, electrical, gravitational or other 
forces; this process is called coagulation (J. H. Seinfeld, S. N. Pandis, 2006).  There 
several kinds of coagulations for the atmospheric aerosol: Brownian coagulation which 
is caused by the Brownian diffusion of particles; coagulation in laminar shear flow 
which is induced when the velocity gradients in the air cause relative motion; 
Coagulation in turbulent flow which is a very comprehensive process and is not well 
understood yet; And gravitational coagulation which is caused by the gravitational 
motion of the particles.  These are the routes through which cloud droplets form.  When 
those cloud droplets grow big enough, they start to precipitate.  It is how precipitation, 
like rainfall, snow and so on, comes. 
The first step for the generation of precipitation is that water vapor condenses on 
the cloud condensation nuclei.  So it is not hard to see that aerosol properties, such as 
concentration, size distribution and composition, are very important for the formation of 
precipitation.  Many different types of atmospheric particles can serve as CCN.  The 
particles may be composed of dust, clay, soot and black carbon which come from 
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grassland or forest fires.  Sea salt from ocean wave spray, soot from factory smokestacks 
and internal combustion engines may also contribute to form these particles.  Moreover, 
sulfate from volcanic activity and phytoplankton or the oxidation of sulfur dioxide and 
secondary organic matter formed by the oxidation of volatile organic compounds also 
provide raw material for the formation of these particles.  The ability of these different 
types of particles to form cloud droplets vary according to their size and their exact 
composition since the hygroscopic properties of their different constituents vary.  Sulfate 
and sea salt, for instance, readily absorb water while soot, organic carbon and mineral 
particles do not.  This situation is further complicated by the fact that many chemical 
species may be mixed within the particles (particularly the sulfate and organic carbon).  
Additionally, while some particles (such as soot and minerals) do not make very good 
CCN, they do act like very good ice nuclei in colder parts of the atmosphere.  
It is impossible for us to look into the effects of all of these properties on 
precipitation.  Our focus is on how the concentration of air pollution aerosols affects the 
amount of tropical precipitation.  As mentioned above, many pollution aerosols, 
especially the small ones which are present in the atmosphere, can serve as condensation 
nuclei.  Let’s assume that there is a very clean place with no particles in the sky.  It is 
obvious that the water vapor has nowhere to condense because there are no CCN 
available.  That place would not have precipitation unless clouds from somewhere else 
migrated here somehow.  Again, if there is a highly polluted place and the concentration 
of aerosols in the sky is high, it is fairly reasonable to conclude that there would hardly 
have any precipitation.  Why?  Twomey (1974) suggested that increasing aerosols leads 
to an increase of CCNs; More CCNs will increase the number concentration of cloud 
droplets.  The increasing in cloud droplets leads to an increase in particles’ competition 
for the water vapor in the cloud.  But the amount of water vapor will not increase with 
the concentration of particles; in other words, the amount of water is limited.  There will 
not be enough water vapor for these small particles to grow big enough to generate 
precipitation.  Actually they could hardly grow big enough to start to the process of 
coagulation in a limited period of time.  In such a place, you can see gray sky, but it 
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seldom rains.  And no washing out either.  This is the reason why we suspect that air 
pollution can suppress rainfall.  
Many previous (Rosenfeld 2000; Rosenfeld, Rudich and Lahav 2001; Givati and 
Rosenfeld 2004; Jirak and Cotton 2005) studies have mentioned this phenomenon.  From 
the satellite visualization of NOAA(National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration) 
AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer) images, Rosenfeld (2000) found 
that there were many more small drops in the clouds above the polluted areas compared 
to the clouds above clean areas.  The AVHRRA is a space-borne sensor deployed on the 
NOAA family of polar orbiting platforms.  AVHRR instruments measure the reflectance 
of the Earth in 5 relatively wide spectral bands.  The analysis of the observed data from 
the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) showed clearly that the cloud particle 
effective radii are much smaller in the polluted area at the same temperature and the 
precipitation echos are less intense (Rosenfeld 2000) when compared to their values in 
clean areas.  Givati and Rosenfeld (2004) suspected that ideally the effect of 
precipitation suppression would be most pronounced downwind of coastal cities with 
hills inland that receive precipitation mainly during the winter in maritime onshore flow 
from shallow convective clouds.  This is because these regions are dominated by 
relatively short-lived clouds that are more sensitive to the slowing of the conversion of 
cloud water to precipitation.  However, long-lived clouds would eventually convert their 
water into precipitation regardless of the conversion rate.  So, the main effect would be 
the suppression of the orographic components of the precipitation which would be 
manifested as a reduction in the orographic enhancement factor Ro.  Orographic 
precipitation, also know as relief precipitation, is precipitation generated by a forced 
upward movement of air upon encountering a physiographic upland.  The orographic 
enhancement factor Ro is defined as the ratio between the precipitation amounts at hills 
and at the upwind lowland.  Their underlying assumption is that small-particle air-
pollution emissions have increased with the growth of urban areas, resulting in a 
decrease in Ro with time.  So they studied several such cases both in California, USA 
and Israel.  They found a significant reduction of Ro in the polluted area.  Furthermore 
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they noticed that this kind of effect was more obvious when the temperature was 
relatively low (Givati and Rosenfeld, 2004).  Following this paper, Jirak and Cotton 
(2005) investigated the effect of air pollution on the precipitation at elevated sites 
downwind of urban areas along the Front Range of Colorado.  They found that when 
only upslope precipitation was considered, the evidence of precipitation suppression is 
strongest.  This is because upslope winds carry the pollution up to the terrain and thus 
affect the formation of clouds and precipitation (Jirak and Cotton, 2005).  
 
3.   Our focus 
All the previous studies only focus on one city in a certain period time.  None of 
them study cities that were originally heavily polluted before and during their clean-up 
periods when various measures of contamination are drastically reduced.   This 
distinction is important because one might imagine that a special set of conditions could 
conspire to produce the measured results and that those conditions might not be related 
to parameters of air pollution.  Such a conjecture is highly implausible if a time series of 
data on precipitation and air pollution are considered.  
We will study how the concentration of pollution aerosols affects the amount of 
precipitation both qualitatively and quantitatively.  Luckily, more and more countries 
have noticed the importance of the problem of air pollution and began or are beginning 
to clean up their polluted cities.  For example, in the British Government introduced the 
Clean Air Act in 1956 and the United States Congress pass the Clean Air Act in 1963, 
the Air Quality Act in 1967, the Clean Air Act Extension of 1970, and Clean Air Act 
Amendments in 1977 and 1990.  Not only developed countries started taking action, but 
also many developing countries began to clean up their main cities at the end of 20th 
century such as Beijing, China and the Mexico City in Mexico.  This fact offers us a 
chance to study the relationship between the amount of pollution aerosols presenting in 
the atmosphere and precipitation.  Fortunately, many cities, especially those in the USA, 
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have complete data record for both the air quality and precipitation amount covering a 
long time period which sometimes could be more than one hundred years.   
Since most American cities had their worst times for air quality in the period of 
1940s-1960s, the long range record allows us to study how the precipitation amount 
changes in a particular city where the air quality had changed from worse to worst and at 
the end became better as time passed by.  We can expect that the precipitation would 
decrease from early 20th century to the middle of 20 century and start to increase after 
that in Pittsburgh and Los Angeles.  For Beijing and Mexico City, we cannot find data 
collected through a long period of time for both air quality and precipitation.  However, 
they started to clean up their cities only at the end of 20th century, which gives us an 
opportunity to continuously study the event in progress.  Also, we analyze the 
significance of the deceasing or increasing trend we may find in the analysis of data 
statistically.  Finally, we can build a model to analyze the relationship between air 
pollution aerosols and precipitations from these analyses.   
Additionally, we use a model of time dependent condensational aerosol growth 
(Kalyanasundaram, M.) to numerically study the relationship of air pollution aerosols 
and precipitation amount.  Based on the size distribution and composition of atmospheric 
aerosols found in the historical data of the cities we studied, we computed the aerosol 
condensational growth with different initial aerosol distributions, including 
concentrations and compositions.  We can expect when the concentration of air pollution 
aerosols existing in the atmosphere is relatively high, there would be much more smaller 
particles in the cloud.  Therefore, fewer particles are able to grow big enough to become 
droplets.  This accords with the results of the data analysis and shows why there is less 
tropical rainfall in a highly polluted area qualitatively.  This gives us a better 
understanding that how the local precipitation amount changes with the degree of 
pollution of that area.   
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CHAPTER II 
STUDY OF SUPPRESSION OF PRECIPITATION IN AIR POLLUTIONS BY 
ANALYZING DATA FROM DIFFERENT CITIES 
 
1.   Introduction 
The rapid development of global industry since the late 19th century brought a 
serious problem, air pollution.  Many cities have gone through or still are suffering from 
the bad air quality.  
In 1952, the famous Great Smog started to cover the world’s oldest industrial city, 
London (www.metoffice.gov.uk).  For hundreds of years, the mists and fogs in Britain's 
major cities had been all too often polluted and noxious, and among those cities London 
was especially badly affected.  The smoke-laden fog that had shrouded the capital from 
Friday 5 December to Tuesday 9 December 1952 caused premature death of thousands 
and brought inconvenience to the lives of millions residents.  It was estimated that 4000 
persons died of it, and as the press reported the cattle at Smithfield were asphyxiated.  
The deaths of 4000 persons were indisputable by the medical and other authorities, but 
the exact number of people who died as a direct result of the fog could never be revealed.  
Road, railroad and air transportation were almost brought to a standstill and a 
performance at the Sadler's Wells Theatre had to be suspended when fog in the 
auditorium made the air quality intolerable for the audience and the performers.  
However, this Great smog of 1952 was by no means the first one to bring death and 
chaos to London.  There are records of such kind of incidences as early as in 1873, and 
in 1880, 1882, 1913 and 1948. 
Not only London, many USA cities had the worst air quality during the same 
time period.  In October 1948, the industrial town of Donora, situated along the 
Monongahela River in Southwestern Pennsylvania sustained a five-day temperature 
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inversion when smoke from the steel and zinc mills could not rise above the hills 
surrounding the town.  Small and large particles of pollution were inhaled, and caused 
deadly consequences.  By the time winds and rain finally came to wash away the 
pollution, twenty people died and 6,000 were ill.  New York City had experienced the 
London-type smog several times from 1950 to 1970s.  The smog caused 100 to 400 
deaths each time.  Another type of smog occurred in Los Angeles where the sky looks 
clear and sunny.  However, stinging eyes and dry coughs imply that harmful chemicals 
fill the air.  The smog consists of invisible gases, mostly from automobile exhaust.  
Because these chemicals are changed by the sun high up in the air, Los Angeles smog is 
called photochemical smog.  It contains automobile exhaust fumes and nitrogen oxides 
modified by the sun's rays.  Added to these abovementioned components are sulfur 
dioxide and other fumes from factories and oil refineries.  Although the smog is not as 
dangerous as its peer in London, it also represents a very severe problem. 
Fortunately, the problem of air pollution has been recognized and received 
increasing attention.  In response to the Great Smog of 1952, the British Government 
introduced the Clean Air Act 1956.  This act legislated zones where smokeless fuels had 
to be burnt and required the relocation of power stations to rural areas.  The Clean Air 
Act 1968 introduced the usage of tall chimneys to disperse air pollution from industries 
burning coal, liquid or gaseous fuels.  The United States Congress passed the Clean Air 
Act in 1963, the Air Quality Act in 1967, the Clean Air Act Extension of 1970, and 
Clean Air Act Amendments in 1977 and 1990.  A number of states and local 
governments have enacted similar legislations, either implementing federal programs or 
filling in locally important gaps in federal programs.  The Clean Air Act (1990) 
proposed emissions trading, added provisions to address acid rain, ozone depletion and 
toxic air pollution, and established a national permits program.  The Clean Air Act 
(2005), a United States environmental law, introduced further regulations.  Not only 
have the developed countries, more and more developing countries have started paying 
attention to the environment problems while their industries and economics are 
progressing rapidly.  For instance, in China, the world’s fastest developing country, 
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environmental protection is considered one of the fundamental national policies by the 
government.  The “Environmental Protection Law of the People’s Republic of China” 
was first published in 1979 and enacted officially in 1989.  Furthermore, the National 
Environment Protection Committee was established in 1984 and Environmental and 
Resources Protection Committee of National People's Congress was set up in 1993.  
Nowadays, the Chinese government has constituted 12 environment protection rules of 
laws, more than 20 prescripts and 250 environment standards.  Also, Mexico, the 
neighbor of USA, has taken actions to improve the air quality in its major cities, such as 
Mexico City.  With these efforts, the air quality has been improved in many cities of the 
world.  For example, from 1956 to 1963 sulfur dioxide levels in the City of Philadelphia 
were reduced almost 50%, and particle loading levels declined by 25%.  And in 1996, 
the emission of sulfur dioxide in the City of Philadelphia was 6% of what it was in 1966; 
the percentage was 7% for particles, 44% for nitrogen oxides and 39% for carbon 
monoxide (data listed on the government website of City of Philadelphia). 
This improvement of air quality in those cities gives us a chance to study the 
effect of air quality, as manifested by the amount of pollutant aerosols, on precipitation.  
In this study, we try to find the rationale by which the amount of precipitation as 
modeled by the tropical mechanism changes with the air quality.  Apparently many 
factors other than the amount of pollutant aerosols could affect precipitations.  However, 
we have data collected through a relatively long time range for both precipitation and air 
quality, which allow us to theoretically eliminate other random factors by using 
statistical methods. 
 
2.   The study areas and data collection 
For the purpose of our study, we chose four cities as the subjects: Los Angeles, 
CA, USA; Pittsburgh, PA, USA; Beijing, China; Mexico City, Mexico.  Los Angeles is 
an area with little precipitation and its terrain and air quality history make it a perfect 
study subject.  It had serious smog incidents around 1940s (inside the American 
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Meteorological Society Website), but it is also one of the cities in USA that first took 
actions to control air pollution and is still acting against it.  The measures that the city 
took to control the pollution had gained positive effects (California Air Resources Board 
Home).  As some previous studies have pointed out (Givati and Rosenfeld, 2004; Jirak 
and Cotton, 2005), the effect of precipitation suppression would be most pronounced 
downwind of coastal cities with hills inland that receive precipitation mainly during the 
winter in maritime onshore flow from shallow convective clouds.  Its seaside location 
and mountain-surrounded terrain makes Los Angeles a perfect area to be studied.  
Although Pittsburgh is not located by the sea, its mountain-surrounded terrain can best 
demonstrate the effect of suppression of rain by local air pollution aerosols.  The other 
reason to choose Pittsburgh is that it was seriously polluted in 1960s, and it has been 
cleaned up since then.  Another important reason for choosing these two cites is that they 
both have necessary records of precipitation and air quality for long enough period of 
time.  Different from these two cities, Beijing and Mexico City are still seriously 
polluted.  The reason why we chose them is that the governments of China and Mexico 
have started to fight against air pollution.  Although the air quality in these two cities is 
still bad, it is improving.  So it is getting better and will continue to improve.  We want 
to study this ongoing effect and the instantaneous change.  So the study period for these 
two cities is relatively short which compasses about one or two decades. 
Two types of data are needed to conduct this study: annual precipitation data and 
annual air quality data.  The precipitation data for Los Angeles and Pittsburgh were 
obtained from the stations of interests from the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) 
and National Weather Service website and the data for China was obtained from China 
Meteorological Data Sharing Service System.  The air quality data for Los Angeles, 
Pittsburg and Mexico City were obtained from the AirData database on the U.S.  
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) website and the data for China was obtained 
from the official website of the State Environmental Protection Administration of China 
(SEPAC). 
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3.   Results 
a.   Comparisons of the annual precipitation between polluted sites and relatively 
clean sites  
Since there are many factors other than the concentration of pollutant aerosols 
existing in the atmosphere that could cause fluctuation of annual precipitation, we made 
a comparison of annual precipitation amount between two sites, one polluted and one 
relatively clean, to minimize those other factors.  To furthest reduce those factors, the 
two sites for comparison must be in the same territory and have the same meteorological 
conditions.  Because China and Mexico do not have enough detailed records and 
observation station information, we decided to conduct this study for Los Angeles and 
Pittsburgh. 
The method we used here is shown in Table 1.  For each urban area, we choose 
two observation sites for comparison and obtain their annual precipitation data for a 
number of years.  The choice of sites was based on their location, attitude and data 
availability.  Then we calculate the ratio of their annual precipitation amounts in Row 4.  
We next examined the entire time period for trends in the ratio and identified what 
turned out to be very clear temporal changes in these trends.  Finally, we make linear fits 
for this ratio in every period and analyze it. 
Table 1 Demonstration of the method of analysis 
Row 1 Row 2 Row 3 Row 4 Row 5 
 Precipitation Amount 
Year Site A Site B Row3/Row2 Linear Fit for Row 4 
1941 22.33 55.66 2.49 2.70 
1941 22.33 66.55 2.98 2.20 
1943 33.22 55.66 1.67 1.80 
1944 44.11 66.55 1.51 1.40 
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Table 2 shows the information of the observed sites we chose for comparison.  
Table 2 The observation sites information 
Station Name Latitude Longitude Elev year Status 
Acmetona Lock 3 40 32 N 79 49 W 748 1905-2006 Relatively Polluted 
Pittsburgh Intl Ap 40 30 N 80 14 W 1150 1948-2006 Polluted 
Marion Center 2 SE 40 45 N 79 02 W 1611 1940-1994 relatively Clean 
Greensboro Lock 7 39 47 N 79 55 W 788 1888-1996 relatively Clean 
Laguna Beach   35 1929-2005 Beach, relatively Clean 
Santa Ana   135 1917-2004 Downtown, Polluted 
Culver City   55 1935-2005 Downtown, Polluted 
Pasadena   864 1911-2005 Downtown, Polluted 
Pomona   1040 1931-1993 Polluted 
 
Fig. 1 shows that the comparison between Acmetona Lock 3 (AL3) a relatively 
polluted site near the Pittsburgh area and Greensboro Lock 7 (GL7) a relatively clean 
site at the border of North Carolina and Pennsylvania.  These two sites are at about the 
same elevation (748m and 788m).  AL3 is relatively polluted is because it is near the 
main polluted area of Pittsburgh.  However, there is no obvious trend that could be 
observed either from the analyzed curve or from the P value of statistical t-test.  
However, this result does not contradict our assumption because these two sties are a 
little far away from each other.  Within this distance, some other factors may have 
played an important role.  The other possible explanation is that the elevation of AL3 is 
relatively low.  Since a previous study has concluded that this rainfall suppression effect 
was best demonstrated in places with high elevation (Jirak and Cotton, 2005), it is not 
surprising that we could not see any obvious trend here. 
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b) Acmetonia Lock 3 (AL3) vs Greensboro Lock 7 (GL7)
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c) 
Time Range Correlation Coefficient  P value from t test 
1906-1992 -0.0030 -0.0267 
1906-1940 -0.0105 -0.0556 
1941-1970 0.1210 0.7512 
1971-1992 0.0874 0.3723 
Fig. 1 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Acmetonia Lock 3 (AL3) and 
Greensboro Lock 7 (GL7): a) Raw data & linear fit b) Linear fit only. c) Statistically 
analyzed results 
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a) Pittsburgh Intl Ap (PIA) vs Marion Center 2 SE (MS2)
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b) Pittsburgh Intl Ap (PIA) vs Marion Center 2 SE (MS2)
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Fig. 2 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Pittsburgh Intl Ap (PIA) and 
Marion Center 2 SE (MC2): a) Raw data & linear fit b) Linear fit only c) Statistically 
analyzed results 
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c) 
Time Range Correlation Coefficient P value from t test 
1941-1993 -0.3461 -2.5025 
1941-1970 -0.4998 -2.9420 
1971-1993 0.2370 1.0631 
 
Fig. 2 (continued) 
 
Fig. 2 shows the comparison between Pittsburgh Intl Ap. (PIA) which is a polluted site 
within the Pittsburgh area and Marion Center 2 SE (MC2) which is a relatively clean site 
northeast to the Pittsburgh area.  The elevation is 1150 m for PIA’s and 1611 m for MC2.  
This analysis shows strong trends in all the time frames of 1941-1993, 1941-1970 and 
1971-1993.  We can see that in the time frame of 1941 to 1993 the ratio of precipitation 
amount between PIA and MC2 decreases.  The correlation coefficient between this ratio 
and the year is -0.3462, and the P value from t-test is -2.5025 which is statistically 
significant.  When we look more closely into this decreasing trend, we find that between 
year 1941 and 1970 this ratio reduces drastically with a correlation coefficient of -0.4998 
and P value of -2.9420; and between year 1971 and 1993 this ratio increases with a 
correlation coefficient of 0.2370 and P value of 1.06301.  Since we know that Pittsburgh 
started to be effectively cleaned up in 1960s, this decrease and increase can be clearly 
explained by the cleaning up process.  We can suspect that before 1970 the pollutant 
aerosols in the atmosphere suppressed precipitation of PIA, and during that time period 
the air quality was going down.  This is why we can see this decreasing trend.  After 
1970, the air became cleaner, so the suppression effect of precipitation was reduced and 
we can see the increasing trend during the time period of 1970-1993.  Compared to 
figure 1, the reason why we can see obvious changing trend here while cannot in figure 1 
is that the elevation of PIA is much higher (1150m) which can definitely demonstrate 
this suppression effect better. 
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a) Acmetornia Lock 3 (AL3) vs Marion Center 2 SE (MC2)
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b) Acmetorinia Lock 3 (AL3) vs Marion Center 2 SE (MC2)
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Fig. 3 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Acmetorina Lock 3 (AL3) and 
Marion Center 2 SE (MC2): a) Raw data & linear fit b) Linear fit only c) Statistically 
analyzed results 
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c) 
Time Range Correlation Coefficient P Value From t Test 
1941-1993 -0.3660 -2.4797 
1941-1960 -0.5322 -2.0150 
1961-1993 0.0246 0.1414 
 
Fig 3 (continued) 
 
Fig. 3 shows the comparison between Acmetorina Lock 3 (AL3) and Marion 
Center 2 SE (MC2).  Again, this analysis shows strong trends in the time frames of 
1941-1993, 1941-1960 and 1961-1993.  We can see that from 1941 to 1993, the ratio of 
precipitation amount between AL3 and MC2 reduces.  The correlation coefficient 
between the ratio and the year is -0.3660, and the P value from statistical t-test is -2.4797 
which shows great statistical significance.  When we look more closely into this 
decreasing trend, we find that between year 1941 and 1960 this ratio decreases 
drastically with a correlation coefficient of -0.5322 and P value of -2.0150 which also 
shows great statistical significance; between year 1961 and 1993 this ratio somehow 
increases with a correlation coefficient of 0.0246 and P value of 0.1414.  However, it is 
not strong trend that has any statistical significance.  In other words, it can be ignored.  
Since we know that Pittsburgh started to be effectively cleaned up in the 1960s, we can 
suspect that before 1960 the rainfall in AL3 was suppressed by the increased pollutant 
aerosols present in the atmosphere; after 1960, the air became cleaner, or, stopped 
getting worse, so the suppression effect of precipitation stopped becoming greater, so 
that we can see some increase in the rainfall ratio.  
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a)  Santa Ana (SA) vs Lagua Beach
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b) Santa Ana (SA) vs Lagua Beach
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Fig. 4 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Laguna Beach (LB) and Santa 
Ana (SA): a) Raw data & linear fit, b) Linear Fit only, c) Statistically analyzed results.  
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c) 
Time Range Correlation  Coefficient P Value From t Test 
1925-2004 -0.4488 -4.2617 
1929-1945 0.0809 0.3247 
1946-1965 -0.5470 -2.8481 
1966-2004 -0.1200 -0.7153 
 
Fig. 4 (continued) 
 
Fig. 4 shows the comparison between Laguna Beach (LB), which is a relatively 
clean beach being very close to Los Angeles Area and Santa Ana (SA), which is a 
polluted area in Los Angeles.  The elevations are 35m for Laguna Beach and 135m for 
Santa Ana.  This analysis shows strong trends in the time frames of 1925-2004 and 
1946-1965.  We can see that from 1929 to 2004, the ratio of precipitation amount 
between LB and SA decreases.  The correlation coefficient between the ratio and the 
year is -0.4489 and the P value from t-test is -4.2617, which shows great statistical 
significance.  When we look more closely into this decreasing trend, it can be found that 
between year 1946 and 1965 this ratio decreases drastically with a correlation coefficient 
of -0.5470 and P value of -2.8481 which also shows great statistical significance.  So we 
can suspect that the site of Santa Ana had its worst time for air quality during the year 
1940s to 1960s and the precipitation was correspondingly suppressed by the pollutant 
aerosols in the atmosphere, while the relatively clean site, Laguna Beach, did not 
experience this situation.  This is why the ratio of precipitation amount between these 
two places decreases during that period of time.  Like Pittsburgh, the city of Los Angeles 
was effectively cleaned up at 1960s, so from the analysis we can see that this decreasing 
trend stopped about 1960.  During the time period 1966-2004, the correlation coefficient 
between precipitation amount ratio and year is -0.1200 with P value of -0.7153 which 
means there is no statistical significance.  In other words, there is no obvious trend of 
this ratio during this period of time. 
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a) Culver City (CC) vs Pomona (PO)
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b) Culver City (CC) vs Pomona (PO)
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Fig. 5 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Culver City (CC) and Pomona 
(PO): a) Raw data & linear fit b) Linear fit only c) statistically analyzed results 
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c) 
Time Range Correlation Coefficient P Value From t Test 
1941-1989 -0.1078 -0.6770 
1941-1970 0.4150 2.4486 
1971-1989 -0.5141 -1.8954 
 
Fig. 5 (continued) 
 
Figure 5 shows the comparison between Culver City (CC), which is a polluted 
site in Los Angeles Area and Pomona (PO), which is another polluted site close to Los 
Angeles.  The elevations are 55m for Culver City and 1040m for Pomona.  This analysis 
shows strong trend both in the time ranges of 1941-1970 in which there is a strong 
increasing trend and of 1971-1989 in which there is also a strong decreasing trend.  
During the whole time period 1941-1970 the ratio of precipitation amount between these 
two places somehow decreases, however, a P value of  -0.6770 diminishes the statistical 
significance of the decreasing trend.  Therefore, it can be inferred that there is no trend 
for this ratio during that period.  Since these two sites are both polluted, we suspect that 
the ratios of their precipitation amount are different due to their different elevations.  
This result is consistent with some previous studies (Givati and Rosenfeld, 2004; Jirak 
and Cotton, 2005) which showed that the precipitation suppression effect would be most 
pronounced at elevated sites downwind of urban areas.  Pomona is exactly such a site 
that the effect of pollutant aerosols on precipitation would be more evident than those in 
area with low elevations.  Thus, we can imagine that during 1941-1970, the worst time 
for air pollution in Los Angeles area, the rainfall amount decreased more in PO than in 
CC which has a much lower elevation.  After the clean up process in Los Angeles area 
became more effective, after late 1960s, the suppression of precipitation by pollutant 
was diminished.  This effect is more obvious in site PO than what in CC and it is why 
the value of CC/PO decreases during this period. 
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a) Culver City (CC) vs Pasadena (PA)
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b) Culver City (CC) vs Pasadena (PA)
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Fig. 6 Trends of ratio of annual precipitation amount of Culver City (CC) and Pasadena 
(PA): a) Raw data & linear fit b) Linear fit only c) Analyzing results from statistics 
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c) 
Time Range Correlation Coefficient 
P Value From t 
Test 
1935-2005 -0.1125 -0.8545 
1935-1963 0.4591 2.6853 
1964-2005 -0.2690 -1.5042 
 
Fig. 6 (continued) 
 
Fig. 6 is quite the same as Fig.  5.  It shows the comparison between Culver City 
(C) and Pasadena (PA) which is another polluted site very close to Los Angeles.  The 
difference is that PA’s elevation is a little lower than PO’s, and their elevations are 864m 
and 1040m, respectively.  The result is also quite similar as what is presented in Fig.  5.  
There are strong trends both in the time frame of 1935-1963 in which there is a strong 
increasing trend and of 1964-2005 in which there is a strong decreasing trend.  During 
the whole time period, 1935-2005, the ratio of precipitation amount between these two 
places somehow decreases, but with a P value of -0.8545.  There is no statistical 
significance for the decreasing trend either.  Therefore, it can be said that there is no 
trend for this ratio during the 71 years.  Again, since these two sites are both polluted, 
we suspect that the changed ratios resulted from different elevations.  Like Pomona, 
Pasadena is also an elevated site downwind of urban areas, so the effect of pollutant 
aerosols on precipitation would be more evident for it.  We can imagine that during year 
1935-1963 which is the worst time for air pollution in Los Angeles area, the rainfall 
amount decreases more in PA than in CC which has a much lower elevation.  After the 
clean up process in Los Angeles area became effective, the suppression of precipitation 
by pollutant was diminished.  Again this effect is more obvious in site PO than in CC 
and this is why the value of CC/PO decreases during this period. 
 
b.   Analysis of precipitation amount and air quality data 
In this part, using the precipitation and air quality data we obtained for the four 
chosen cities, we tried to qualitatively analyze the relationship between the local 
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precipitation amount and air quality.  For Pittsburgh and Los Angeles, we used the TSP 
(Total Suspended Particulate) data from EPA official website.  For these two cities, there 
are many monitored sites.  We tried to find one having the most integrated data for the 
longest time range.  For Pittsburgh, we chose the site with the monitor ID 
4210100041110101, and the site we chose for Los Angeles has a monitor ID 
603711031110102.  For the purpose of convenience, we used the Arith Mean value 
which is the measure of central tendency obtained from the sum of the observed 
pollutant data values over a specified interval divided by the number of values that 
comprise the sum for the monitor year.  We used the precipitation data of Pittsburgh Intl 
Ap (PIA) for Pittsburgh and the data on National Weather Service website for Los 
Angeles.  
Figure  7 and Figure 8 show the analyzed results for Pittsburgh and Los Angeles, 
respectively.  Through observation, we can see that there is a negative relationship 
between the amounts of TSP and precipitation.  Statistical analysis reveals that the 
correlation coefficient of these two values for Pittsburgh is -0.15679 and P value from t 
test is -0.89909.  For Los Angeles, the correlation coefficient is -0.29938 and P value is -
1.47174.  These statistical analysis results show that there is a strong negative 
relationship between TSP and precipitation amount, especially for Los Angeles         
( p=-1.47174).  The reason why the relationship between TSP and precipitation is 
stronger in Los Angeles may be that Los Angeles is a seaside city and has more upslope 
precipitation.   
So Los Angeles is affected most by air pollution aerosols.  The other possible 
reason may be that the observation sites have different elevations and positions. 
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Fig. 7 The relationship between precipitation and TSP in Pittsburgh 
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Fig. 8 The relationship between precipitation and TSP in Los Angeles. 
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We also studied this relationship in some other cities in Pennsylvania.  Although 
the time range of the data is relatively short in these studies, they can also prove that 
there is a negative relationship between the local precipitation amount and TSP or SSP 
(sulfuric suspended particulate).  For the readers’ reference, these results are represented 
in table 3. 
Table 3 Correlation coefficient between precipitation and TSP, SSP for some cities in 
Pennsylvania 
City Time Range 
Precipitaion 
vs. TSP 
Precipitaiton vs. 
SSP 
Williamport 1987-1996 -0.377119067 -0.488647768 
Harrisburgh 1987-1996 -0.165790277 -0.258151028 
1987-1996 -0.224166698  Wikes-barre 
 1987-1993&1996,1997  -0.365289774 
 
From table 3, we can still see that compared to TSP, SSP has a stronger 
relationship with the precipitation amount. 
For China, we can only get the air quality data during the period 2000-2006 from 
the official website of the State Environmental Protection Administration of China.  
However, it does not provide the actual amount of pollutants which we are interested in.  
Instead, it defines an API (Air Pollution Index) whose standards are showed in Table 4.  
The API value of one day is the maximum of APIs of all the pollutants of that day.  
Fortunately, it gives the pollutant that has the maximal API every day.  Since most of the 
time the pollutant is Inhalable Particulate Matter (IPM), we only chose the days when 
IPM has the maximal API and made the yearly average for the API values for these days.  
We believe that this average value can show the air quality index of that year.  After this, 
we analyzed the relationship between the yearly average API value and the annual 
precipitation amount.  Although this method is not very accurate, it is good enough for a 
qualitative analysis.  Table 5 is the data and analyzes results. 
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Table 4 The standards for the calculation of API 
Pollution 
Index 
Pollutant Concentration (mg/m^3) 
SO2 NO2 PM10 CO O3 
API Daily 
Average
Daily 
Average
Daily 
Average 
Hourly 
Average
Hourly 
Average 
50 0.05 0.08 0.05   5 0.12 
100 0.15 0.12 0.15  10 0.2 
200 0.8 0.28 0.35  60 0.4 
300 1.6 0.565 0.42  90 0.8 
400 2.1 0.75 0.5 120 1 
500 2.62 0.94 0.6 150 1.2 
 
Table 5 Data and analyzing results for Beijing 
Year PRI API(average)
Correlation Coefficient of precipitaion 
and API 
2000 3711 100.533
2001 3389 113.244
2002 3704 112.047
2003 4449 97.4082
2004 4835 103.277
2005 4107 98.211
2006   110.279
  
  
 N/A 
  
  
  
  
N/A     -0.6030 
 
Again, in Table 5 we see a strong negative relationship between the precipitation 
amount and air quality in the City of Beijing.  And also from the PRI (Precipitation 
amount) we find that the annual precipitation amount increases a lot from 2001-2005.  
Since Beijing got the authority to host the 2008 Olympics in 2001, the Chinese 
government has taken a number of actions to improve the air quality of Beijing.  
Therefore we may suspect this increase of precipitation is the indirect result of the 
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government’s efforts.  However, 5 years could be too short to test anything and thus we 
cannot draw any solid conclusion.  But this result can serve to support our conclusion. 
The last city we want to analyze is Mexico City.  We found the air quality data 
on NCDC website.  Table 6 shows its annual average TSP amount from year 1996 to 
2005. 
Table 6 Annual average TSP of Mexico City for 1996-2006 
Year 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
TSP 
(PPM) 2.06 1.69 1.79 1.65 1.12 0.89 N/A 0.93 0.84 1.05 0.78 
 
The Mexico government started to clean up its capital for more than one decade 
(the Mexico Air Quality team, 2002).   Table 6 corresponds with this statement.  We can 
see that from 1996 to 2006 the annual average TSP almost decreases to half.  So if our 
conclusion is right, we can suspect that the precipitation data in Mexico City should 
increase evidently during this time period.  But unfortunately, the integrated and usable 
precipitation data of Mexico City of this time period is very hard to get.  The only clue 
we get is that in Mexico City rainfall has increased almost 200 mm from the turn of the 
last century (APPCED), which is perfectly corresponding with what we had anticipated. 
  
4.   Conclusions 
In this chapter, we qualitatively analyzed the possible relationship of air pollutant 
aerosols and local precipitation amount.  As we had hypothesized, compared with some 
relatively clean sites, the precipitation of specific polluted sites decreased during the 
period at about 1950s and increasing during the period at about 1960s when the clean up 
process became effective in many cites.  Corresponded with other literature (Rosenfield, 
2000; Rosenfeld and Jirak. 2004), we also demonstrated that this effect was most 
pronounced at elevated sites downwind of urban areas with much upslope precipitation.  
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The analysis of the data of the air quality of the city and local precipitation amount has 
shown strong negative relationship between air pollutant concentration and local 
precipitation amount.  In conclusion, these results can justify our hypothesis that air 
pollution aerosols can effectively suppress local precipitation. 
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CHAPTER III  
COMPUTATIONAL STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF THE CONCENTRATION OF 
AEROSOLS AND CLOUD CONDENSATION 
 
1.   Introduction 
a.   Model description 
Condensational growth of aerosol particles is a central feature of aerosol dynamic 
and many aerosol measurement devices.  The growth by condensation of CCN is the first 
stage of cloud formation.  The computational simulation of this process makes it easier 
to understand how the amount of aerosols and precipitation interact with each other.   
The condensational growth and evaporation of aerosol particles are determined 
by the fully coupled nonstationary heat and mass transport equations to the droplet 
aerosol.  The theoretical description of the droplet growth process has been examined by 
numerous investigators, the earliest description having been the analysis of the stationary 
growth of a single droplet in an infinite and uniform medium by Maxwell (1877).  The 
steady state theory of droplet growth has been improved by accounting for the effect of 
latent heat of condensation (Fuchs 1959) and the effect of curvature and solution 
concentration (Mason 1971) on the droplet growth rate.  A review of theory and 
experiments relating to single particle growth by Wagner (1982) surveyed the 
approximations made to the full coupled nonstationary mass and heat transfer equations 
in obtaining the droplet growth equations.  Wagner’s quasistationary description of 
single droplet growth was based on the full first order phenomenological equations of 
mass and heat transport.  The first order effects, the mutual interactions of mass and heat 
flux in the vicinity of the droplets, were in the form of diffusion and thermal corrections 
to the zeroth order Maxwellian fluxes.  Analytical solutions for growth rates in the 
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continuum have also estimated the effect of radiation heat transfer on the droplet growth 
(Barrett and Clement 1988).  Kulmala and Vesala (1991) not only investigated the effect 
of Stephan flow and thermal diffusion on the mass flux but also included the temperature 
dependence of the transport coefficients.  The effect of composition and temperature 
dependence of the transport coefficient on the mass and heat fluxes has been analyzed by 
Heidenreich (1994) while neglecting radiative heat transfer and the effect of droplet 
curvature. 
The common approach in droplet growth analysis is to assume that the growth 
process can be approximated to be quasistatic.  As a result, the mass and heat flux 
correspond to the steady state vapor concentration and temperature profiles.  Also the 
boundary conditions are assumed to be constant at the droplet surface and at large 
distances from the droplet surface.  The constant interfacial conditions of droplet surface 
temperature and vapor pressure assumes that the temperature difference between the 
droplet and the ambient medium is negligible.  Such an assumption overpredicts the 
growth rates for large supersaturations and heats of vaporization which are encountered 
in many practical cases like in a condensation nucleus counter.  While steady state 
approximations have been appropriate for a range of calculations involving small 
supersaturations and growth rates, they fail to describe the competitive condensation 
kinetics of volatile aerosols involving high supersaturations and large heats of 
vaporization, or when the temperature differences between the droplet surfaces and the 
surrounding medium are not negligible.   
Kulmala et al. (1989), also show a comparison between the various static and 
quasistatic analytical and numerical results for a single particle growth of water, n-
butanol and methanol.  For a comparatively low vapor pressure liquid (n-butanol), all the 
models considered yield nearly identical results.  For an intermediate vapor pressure 
liquid (water), agreement was obtained only for low supersaturations.  In the case of the 
condensation of methanol, a high vapor pressure volatile liquid, the nonisothermal, 
steady state models showed significant discrepancies in the predicted growth rates even 
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at low supersaturation.  When the latent heat of vaporization is large, as in the case of 
water and methanol, the accepted quasistatic solutions over-predict the mass flux and 
therefore the droplet growth rates.  A linear quasistatic theory of droplet growth shows 
good agreement with experimental results reported only for nonvolatile organic 
compounds and low supersaturations.  
So here we adapt a time dependent model to simulate the competitive 
condensational growth kinetics of sub-micron volatile aerosol (Kalyanasundaram, 1999).  
Here is the gross description of the model. 
Initially in this description, the droplet aerosol is assumed to be in the continuum 
regime where the mean free path of the gas is neglected compared to be the droplet 
radius.  Later, this assumption is corrected by modifying the continuum mass and heat 
fluxes by semi-empirical interpolation formulas.  The diffusive mass and heat fluxes to a 
droplet are obtained from the mass and energy conservation equations for a binary 
mixture of carrier gas and vapor, coupled with the phenomenological equations 
describing mass and heat transport in the binary mixture.  The equations are as follows: 
The conservation of mass in the binary mixture of carrier gas and vapor: 
0=+∂
∂ divj
t
ρ                                                                        (1) 
Where gv ρρρ +=  is the total mass concentration of the binary mixture and j is 
the total mass flux density.  vρ  and gρ  are the partial densities of the vapor and the 
carrier gas respectively. 
The conservation of energy in the binary mixture: 
0)( ,, =++∂
∂ divqTcc
t gvgvvv
ρρ                                                (2) 
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Where vvc ,  and gvc ,  are the specific heat capacities at constant volume and T is 
the absolute temperature of the gas respectively.  q is the heat flux density. 
Commonly, in droplet growth theory, the mass and heat fluxes to the droplet are 
calculated independently, being described by Fick’s law of mass diffusion and Fourier’s 
law of heat conduction.  However, Fourier’s law of heat conduction only applies in the 
absence of diffusive mass transport.  Similarly, Fick’s law of diffusion is valid only 
when there are no temperature gradients (isothermal) in the carrier gas mixture.  Wagner 
(1982) considered the mutual interaction of mass and heat fluxes by means of the first 
order phenomenological equation for mass and heat transport in a binary mixture.  
Starting with the first order phenomenological equation for mass transport in a binary 
mixture of a condensable vapor and background gas, in the absence of external forces 
and pressure gradients (Hirschfelder et al.  1954) Wagner obtained an accurate 
expression for the diffusive mass flux modified by first order correction factors.  
Assuming that the vapor and gas behave as ideal gases, the mass flux density obtained 
from the first order phenomenological equations can be expressed as:  
r
v
v
Tv
v
r
v
VgradT
T
kgradDj ⋅+⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ++−= ρρρρ                                          (3) 
Where D is the modified binary diffusion coefficient, and Tk  is the thermal 
diffusion ratio defined as  
gvT XXk α=                                                                      (4) 
Where α  is the thermal diffusion factor and vX  and  gX  are the mole fractions 
of the vapor and gas respectively. 
In the present estimation of the vapor mass flux density, the thermal diffusion 
factor is assumed to be zero and the convective Stefan flow is neglected since the 
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enhancement of the mass flux due to these two factors is less than a 1% from the 
numerical experiments of Kulmala and Vesala (1991). 
Following a similar definition as the mass flux density, the expression for the 
heat flux density q  can be rigorously obtained from first order phenomenological 
equation.  An approximate form of the heat flux density can then be expressed as: 
dufvv ejhKgradTq ++−=                                                     (5) 
Where K is the thermal conductivity of the binary mixture and  
Tch pvv ≈                                                                 (6) 
is the enthalpy carried by the diffusing molecules. dufe is the heat flux density due 
to thermal diffusion, or the Dufour effect (Hirschfelder et al.  1954).  The radiative 
contribution to the heat flux is neglected here.  
 The temperature and vapor concentration profiles are obtained by solving the 
mass and energy conservation equations for the system along with the transport fluxes 
and a set of boundary conditions at the droplet surface and infinity.  The mechanism of 
these transfer processes on submicron aerosol particles depend on the Knudsen number 
(Kn), which is defined as a ratio of the mean free path λ  of the vapor molecules to the 
radius r of the aerosol particle (Hidy and Brock 1970).  In the continuum regime 
(Kn→0), the transfer processes are purely diffusive and represented by equations of heat 
conduction and mass diffusion.  In the free molecular regime (Kn→∞), it is assumed that 
the particle does not disturb the velocity distribution function of the molecules which 
strike the particle.  According to the kinetic theory of gases, the condensation flux is 
expressed by the number of binary collisions.  When the radius of the aerosol particle is 
of the order of the mean free path of the gas molecules, or in the transition regime 
(intermediate values of Kn), the transfer process cannot be expressed as for the free 
molecular and continuum regimes.  Transition regime condensation fluxes are hence 
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semiemperical in nature.  A number of investigators starting with Langmuir (1915) have 
calculated the transitional fluxes by equating the stationary continuum and free 
molecular fluxes at the droplet surface.  A review of improvements to Langmuir’s theory 
by matching fluxes at different jump distances outside the droplet can be found in 
Wagner (1982).  In this study, the transitional correction factors obtained by Fuchs and 
Sutugin’s interpolation formula (Fuchs and Sutugin 1971) are used to compute the 
noncontinuum mass and heat fluxes. 
In addition to the Knudsen number, the heat and mass transfer processes are also 
characterized by mass and thermal accommodation coefficients Tα  and Mβ  
respectively.  The thermal accommodation coefficient is the ratio of the actual heat 
transfer to that predicted if every molecule thermally accommodates at the surface of the 
particle.  The mass accommodation coefficient, or sticking coefficient, is the fractions of 
molecules that strike the surface of the particle that adhere to it.  These accommodation 
coefficient take a range of values for different liquids from different investigations based 
on a comparison of theoretical and experimental droplet growth theory.  The mass and 
evergy accommodation coefficients were chosen to be unity based on an experimental 
results for water droplets by Sageev et at. (1986). 
The transitional correction factors to the mass and heat fluxes applied in this 
study are 
233.171.11
1
vv
v
m KnKn
Kn
++
+=β                                                     (7) 
Where 
r
Kn vv
λ=                                                              (8) 
And  
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g
T KnKn
Kn
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+=β                                                    (9) 
Where 
r
Kn gg
λ=                                                            (10) 
Where vKn  is the Knudsen number with respect to the vapor molecules and 
gKn is the Knudsen number with respect to the gas molecules.  
The droplet temperature is obtained by equating the change in the energy of the 
droplet to the difference in the heat flux to and from the droplet. 
QLIatTac
dt
d −=⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ ),(
3
4 2
11
πρ                                          (11) 
The total heat flux due to conduction to the droplet Q is given by 
)(4 2 vT KnKgradTaQ βπ−=                                              (12) 
Where I is the total mass flux toward the droplet, 1c  is the specific heat capacity 
of the droplet.  L is the latent heat of condensation of the liquid at the droplet 
temperature given by 
)()()( 1 aava ThThTL −=                                                       (13) 
where )(1 dTh  is the liquid enthalpy at the droplet temperature. 
The interfacial equilibrium relation is calculated from: 
⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛=
aRT
MaTPP
a
vw
wasav
12exp)(
1
1
, ρ
σ                                               (14) 
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Where )( as TP  is the equilibrium vapor pressure at the droplet temperature aT .  
The droplet equilibrium vapor pressure is corrected for solute and Kelvin effect. wa  is 
the activity of water in the solution droplet. 
Finally, the rate of droplet growth is obtained from a mass balance equation 
),(4 2 at
r
Da
dt
dm v
∂
∂= ρπ                                                    (15) 
where a is the droplet radius, and D is the binary diffusion coefficient. 
In order to account for the competitive condensation kinetics, the time dependent 
bulk parameters for the vapor concentration and ambient temperature are obtained 
considering the vapor depletion and production of latent heat in the system.  From 
conservation of total mass of vapor in the system, an expression for the time dependent 
vapor density is obtained as  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡ −−= ∑∞
∞
∞
∞
i
iiivv aaCT
T )(
3
4)()( 30,
3
0,10,
0
, ρπρρ                                   (16) 
where the subscript “0” stands for the initial concentration.  The index “i” stands 
for the polydispersity of the aerosol.  The particles are classified into i bins based on 
their composition and initial radii.  0,iC  represents the initial particle number 
concentration of the ith class.  ia  represents the instantaneous radius  of the aerosol 
particle of class I while 0,ia  represents the initial particle radius. 
Similarly the time dependent bulk temperature of the gas is calculated as: 
∑ −++= ∞∞∞∞ i iiivpvgpg a aaCcc
TLTT )(
3
4
)()(
)()( 30,
3
0,
,0,,0,
1
0
π
ρρ
ρ                            (17) 
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Where gpc ,   and vpc ,  are the specific heat capacities at constant pressure of the gas and 
vapor respectively. 
 
b.   Solution method 
The above set of time dependent equations can only be solved numerically to 
obtain the droplet growth rates.  The coupled heat and mass transport equations with the 
appropriate boundary (initial value) conditions at the droplet surface and at infinity were 
solved using a finite difference scheme.  The spherically symmetric equations were first 
transformed to another coordinate system h by the following expression, 
s
s
rr
rr
−
−=
∞
η                                                           (18) 
So that, 0.0=η always corresponded to the droplet surface, sr , and 0.1=η  to 
infinity, ∞r .  The discretization equations for the system of coupled nonlinear equations 
were obtained by a Taylor series expansion.  The discretization equations for the above 
one dimentional problem, which are fully implicit in time, display a tridiagonal pattern.  
The tridiagonal system of equations was solved by an efficient algorithm, the tridiagonal 
matrix algorithm or Thomas algorithm (Patankar 1980). 
At every time step the coupled finite difference approximation equations are 
solved to obtain the temperature and density gradients around the droplet.  The mass flux 
to the droplet is calculated from the density gradient and the corresponding increase in 
the droplet radius is computed.  The energy balance equation at the droplet surface and 
the equation describing the interfacial vapor pressure as a function of temperature are 
iteratively solved at the new droplet radius to find the change in the droplet temperature 
due to phase change.  The droplet vapor pressure is calculated at the new surface 
temperature and solute concentration.  The time dependent bulk parameters, the vapor 
density, temperature and supersaturation are evaluated by balancing the amount of vapor 
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condensed by all the droplets and the increase in the temperature due to latent heat of 
condensation.  With the new set of boundary (initial) conditions, the calculations are 
repeated for the next time. 
 
c.   Initial calculation conditions determination  
For the calculations of cities, first we obtain atmospheric aerosol data from EPA 
(for Pittsburgh and Los Angeles) and SPEAC (for Beijing) websites for the years of 
interests of each cities.  Based on the size distribution found in the historical data of the 
cities, assume an initial log-normal size distribution.  We assume all the particles have 
initially reached their equilibrium size at 85% relative humility.  We only consider six 
kinds of salts: NaCl, ,)( 44 SONH  ClNH 4)( , 42SONa , 3NaNO , 34NONH .  The 
percentage of each species was decided based on the aerosol composition we found in 
the historical data of the cities.  Anyway, only considering these six kinds of salts is not 
a very good approximation since for the simulation of the real situations, we cannot 
ignore the organic species.  However, here our purpose is to show that more air pollution 
aerosol can increase the concentration of aerosol presents in the atmosphere, which may 
prevent aerosols to grow big enough to serve as CCNs, so this somehow crude 
approximation is useful for limited purpose here. 
 
2.   Results and discussions 
a. Calculations of single species 
 In this part, we assume initially a log normal distribution with median radius of 
0.2 micro meters and standard derivation of 2.1 for each of the six species and compute 
their sizes after 1 second.  We run four computational experiments for each species with 
supersaturation of 0.001 and 0.02 and total number concentration of 2.5E11 particles/ 
cubic meter and 2.5 E10 particles/ cubic meter. 
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Figure 9 shows the results for the high total number concentration (2.5E11 
particles/ cubic meter) case. 
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Fig. 9 Growth of different species with high total number concentration a) NaCl  b) 
42SONa  
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Fig. 9 (Continued) c) 3NaNO  d) ClNH 4)(  
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Fig. 9 (Contined) e) ,)( 44 SONH  f) 34NONH  
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Figure 10 shows the results for the low total number concentration (2.5E10 
particles/ cubit meters) case. 
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Fig. 10 Growth of different species with low total number concentration a) NaCl  b) 
42SONa  
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Fig. 10 (Contined) c) 3NaNO  d) ClNH 4)(  
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Fig. 10 (Continued) e) ,)( 44 SONH  f) 34NONH  
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From figure91 we can see even when we raise the supersaturation from 0.1 
percent to 2 percent, the bigger particles could not get much more growth.  The most 
obvious change is that with higher supersaturation, the smaller particles grow much 
more.  This is because the small particles can take up much water vapor at higher 
supersaturation to suppress the growing of big ones.  From figure 10 this phenomena is 
even more obvious.  In figure 2 b), c), e) and f), the value of biggest sizes of the final 
distribution with an initial supersaturation of 2 percents are even lower than that with an 
initial supersaturation of 0.1 percent.  This is when the total number concentration is low, 
with higher initial supersaturation , the smaller particles are easier to grow beyond the 
koler curve and take up more water vapor.  Comparing figure 9 and figure 10, particles 
definitely grow more with lower initial total number concentration, especially when the 
supersaturation is high.  With a initial 2 percent supersaturation and total number 
concentration of 2.5E10 particles/ cubic meter, all the particles can grow beyond 0.15 
micro meter.  But with a initial 2.5E11 total number concentration, even with a 2 percent 
initial supersaturation, many particles are left below 0.1 micro meter.  However, what 
different most is the growth of the smaller ones while the initial total number 
concentration change.   
The other thing we can observe from figure 1 and 2 is that 44)( SONH  and 
34NONH  have the strongest ability of growing, the ability of growing of 3NaNO  is a 
little weak while ClNH 4)(  and NaCl have the weakest ability of growing. 
b. Calculations based on the cities’ air pollution aerosol data 
Based on the atmospheric data we obtained, we computationally simulate the 
atmospheric aerosol growth for each city. 
Beijing 
Our first study case is Beijing.  As we know, Beijing is still a very polluted city 
although the government of China has taken some activity to prove its air condition.  
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Table 7 shows the initial size distribution we chose for Beijing.  The approximated log-
normal size distribution was based on the historical data of year 2000 we got from 
SPEAC website and the real measured data in the literature (Zhang, Q.  et.  al, 2006; 
Yao, X., 2003). 
Since Beijing is still very polluted, the initial size distribution for it is a relative 
narrow one, with median radius of 0.15 micro meter and standard deviation of 2.07.  It 
also has a very high total aerosol concentration which is 3.24E11 particles per cubic 
meter.  The percentage of the pollutant aerosols, e.g. ,)( 44 SONH 42SONa , 3NaNO , 
34NONH  is relatively high.  
Table 7 Initial calculation size distribution for Beijing 
Year Median radius 
(Micro Meter) 
Standard 
Derivation
Super 
Saturation
Total Number 
Concentration 
(1/cubic meter) 
2000 0.15 2.07 1.001 3.24E11 
%NaCl % ,)( 44 SONH  % 3NaNO % 34NONH % ClNH4 % 42SONa  
18 20 17 18 7 20 
 
From Fig. 11 we can see that, after 1second calculation, although all the particles 
have grown a little bit but none of their radii grew beyond 1 micro meter.  Most of them 
are in the 0.2-0.7 micro meter size range and the peak occurs at 0.2 micro meters.  This 
means that all the particles can hardly grow much more than that.  These particles are too 
small to serve as CCNs; in other words, they cannot grow big enough the start to process 
of coagulation.  Coalescence is the process which is necessary for particles to grow big 
enough to become precipitation droplets.  So, from the result of this calculation, we can 
see that it is very possible that with this high atmospheric aerosol concentration, if not 
for the global transportation, there will hardly be any rainfall in the Beijing city.   
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(b) 
Fig. 11 Different views of calculation result for Beijing based on the size distribution in 
year 2000. 
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Pittsburgh 
Pittsburgh is our second study object.  This city had been very polluted during 
the time period 1940-1970s.  After that, the state government took some actions to clean 
up it.  Now the air condition is much better than before.  For the purpose of our study, 
we choose year 1970, in which the city was is serious air pollution problems, and year 
2005, in which the city has been successfully cleaned up.  The approximated log-normal 
distributions are based on the historical data from EPA website and literature (Stanier, O. 
Charles et. al, 2004). 
Table 8 shows the approximated initial size distributions for the calculations.  
The total number concentration decreases from 1.8E11 particles per cubic meter in 1970 
to 2.5E10 particles per cubic meter in 2005.  Also from 1970 to 2005, the median radius 
increases from 0.2 micron meters to 0.25 micron meters and the stand deviation 
increases from 2.09 to 2.16.  Because the city has been cleaned up during this period, all 
the percentage of the pollutant species, e.g. ,)( 44 SONH 42SONa , 3NaNO , 34NONH  have 
decreased somewhat. 
Table 8 Initial calculation size distribution for Pittsburgh 
Year Median radius 
(Micro Meter) 
Standard 
Deviation 
Super 
Saturation 
Total Number Concentration 
(1/cubic meter) 
1970 0.20 2.09 1.001 1.8E11 
%NaCl % ,)( 44 SONH  % 3NaNO  % 34NONH  % ClNH4  % 42SONa  
20 15 20 20 15 10 
Year Median radius 
(Micro Meter) 
Standard 
Derivation 
Super 
Saturation 
Total Number Concentration 
(1/cubic meter) 
2005 0.25 2.16 1.001 2.5E10 
%NaCl % ,)( 44 SONH  % 3NaNO  % 34NONH  % ClNH4  % 42SONa  
36 13 15 14 14 8 
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Fig. 12 Different views of calculation result for Pittsburgh based on the size distribution 
in year 1970 and 2005. 
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Fig. 12 (Continued) 
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Fig. 12 shows that in both the1970 and 2005 cases, particles grew more or less, 
but it was obvious that particles grew much more the 2005 case.  In fig. 11 a), for 1970 
case many particles have radii even greater than 1 micro meters after 1s calculation, and 
most of them are distributed in the size range from 1 micro meters to 2 micro meters.  
The radii of the biggest ones are still below 3 micro meters.  For the 2005 case, a 
considerable part of particles have radii greater than 3 micro meters and the biggest of 
them reach a radius of 4 micro meters.  No doubts that these bigger particles much more 
easily participate in the coagulation process and undergo further growth towards the 
droplet size.  So we can speculate that there much more particles which are likely to 
serve as CCN for the 2005 case compared to the 1970 case.   
When we look at fig. 11 b), for the 1970 case, there are peaks smaller than 0.2 
micro meters; but for the 2005 case, all the peaks are on the right side of 0.2 micro 
meters.  Moreover, there is a small peak cluster on the right side of 1 micro meters for 
the 2005 case while the 1970 case does not have.  The smaller the size of the particles, 
the harder they would serve as CCN.  Compared to the 2005 case, there will be more 
small particles remaining in the atmosphere for the 1970 case.  For a considerable time, 
they would not adequately grow and would not become cloud droplets.  But if there is 
more water vapor transport from somewhere else, these small particles would deplete it 
very quickly, which would have a negative effect on the growth of bigger ones.  This 
kind of depletion makes it hard for the bigger ones to grow big enough to become 
droplets.  So the higher percentage of small particles for the 1970 case makes it even less 
that particles can serve as CCN compared to the 2005 case. 
In a word, the larger number of small particles and less growth of the big ones in 
the year 1970’s calculation results means that there should be less CCN; then less 
droplets and less precipitation in this year.  This let us conclude that because of the 
heavy air pollution of that year, urban rainfall was suppressed; and in year 2005, after 
the city has been cleaned up, the rainfall amount should definitely increase. 
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Los Angeles 
Finally we focused on Los Angeles.  Like Pittsburgh, this city had been very 
polluted during the time period 1940-1970s.  After that, the state government also took 
some actions to clean up it.  Now the air condition is much better than before.  For the 
purpose of our study, we choose year 1963, in which the city was is serious air 
pollution problems, and year 2005, in which the city has been successfully cleaned up.  
The approximated log-normal distributions are based on the historical data from EPA 
website and literature (Collins, D. R et. al, 2004). 
Table 9 shows the approximated initial size distributions for the calculations.  
The total number concentration decreases from 3.4E11 particles per cubic meter in 
1963 to 5.0E10 particles per cubic meter in 2005.  Also from 1963 to 2005, the median 
radius and the stand deviation keep unchanged.  Because the city has been cleaned up 
during this period, all the percentage of the pollutant species, 
,)( 44 SONH 42SONa , 3NaNO , 34NONH  have decreased some bit 
Table 9 Initial calculation size distribution for Los Angeles 
Year Median radius 
(Micro Meter) 
Standard 
Derivation 
Super 
Saturation 
Total Number 
Concentration (1/cubic 
meter) 
1963 0.25 2.46 1.001 3.24E11 
%NaCl % ,)( 44 SONH % 3NaNO  % 34NONH  % ClNH4  % 42SONa
20 15 18 18 17 12 
Year Median radius 
(Micro Meter) 
Standard 
Derivation 
Super 
Saturation 
Total Number 
Concentration (1/cubic 
meter) 
2005 0.25 2.46 1.001 5.0E10 
%NaCl % ,)( 44 SONH % 3NaNO  % 34NONH  % ClNH4  % 42SONa
30 12 20 13 15 10 
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Fig. 13 Different views of calculation result for Los Angeles based on the size 
distribution in year 1963 and 2005. 
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Fig. 13 (Continued) 
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Similarly as the calculations for Pittsburgh, from fig. 13 we can see that for both 
1963 and 2005 cases, particles grow more or less; but it is obvious that particles grew 
much more in the 2005 case.  In fig. 13 a), for the 1963 case many particles has radius 
greater than 1 micro meter after 1s calculation and most of them are concentrated in the 
1 micro meters to 3 micro meters size range.  The biggest ones are around 3 micro 
meters.  For the 2005 case, a considerable part of particles have radii greater than 3 
micro meters and the biggest of them are almost 4 micro meters.  No doubt that these 
bigger particles are much easier to involve in the coagulation process and undergo 
further growth towards the droplet size.  So we can infer that there are many more 
particles likely to serve as CCN for the 2005 case compared to the 1963 case.  
When we look at fig. 13b), for the 1963 case, there are more peaks on the left 
side of 0.1 micro meters than for the 2005 case; and there are more peaks on the right 
side of 0.5 micro meters for the 2005 case.  Moreover, there is a small peak cluster on 
the right side of 1 micro meters for the 2005 case while the 1963 case does not have.  
The smaller the size of the particles, the greater the difficulty for them to serve as CCN.  
The same principle as for the Pittsburgh case, compared to the 2005 case, there will be 
more small particles remaining in the atmosphere for the 1963 case.  For a considerate 
long time, they would not grow adequately and would not become cloud droplets.  But if 
there is more water vapor transport from somewhere else, these small particles would 
deplete it very quickly, which would have a negative effect on the growth of bigger ones.  
This kind of depletion makes it hard for the bigger ones to grow big enough to become 
droplets.  So the higher percentage of small particles for the 1963 case makes it is even 
less particles are likely to serve as CCN compared to the 2005 case. 
In other words, the increased numbers of small particles and consequently 
diminished growth of the big ones in the year 1963 calculation results means that there 
should be fewer CCN; then fewer droplets and less precipitation in this year.  This let us 
conclude that because of the heavy air pollution of that year, urban rainfall was 
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suppressed; and in year 2005, after the city has been cleaned up, the rainfall amount 
should definitely increase. 
3. Conclusions 
Cloud formation is a complex phenomena which includes a great many 
microphysical and mesoscale processes.  Though insight has been provided on the 
microphysical aspects of condensation process in cloud formation, numerical models for 
the condensation process should also include additional processes to explain the 
observed cloud microstructure.  However, the initial stages of drop size evolution should 
be as significant as the other phenomena which are proposed to explain the observed 
droplet spectra.  In order to compute the droplet spectrum accurately, the microphysical 
processes of droplet activation and condensational growth need to be represented 
accurately.  Especially since measurements (Hudson and Frisbie 1991; Husdson and Li 
1994) show the strong correlation between the initial CCN spectra at the cloud base and 
cloud drop spectra at higher altitudes in a cloud.  
Here we adopt a model which provides a snapshot of the most significant 
phenomena of droplet activation and growth at the cloud base in a closed lagrangian 
parcel, before it is swept up in the cloud and subject to further complex phenomena like 
turbulent mixing with environmental air.  We used it to show how the concentration and 
composition of atmospheric aerosols affect the initial CCN spectra at the cloud base.  
We can see that different species of salts have different abilities to grow.  What is more 
important is that we do see that smaller particles can take up too much water vapor, 
which directly leads to the result that the bigger ones cannot get enough growth.  
From the calculations based on the city data we can see that when the city is too 
polluted, the very high concentration of particles really become an impediment of the 
growth.  Compared to the case after clean-up, the average particle size is much smaller 
and the biggest one also had a smaller size.  So for the after clean-up case, the particles 
are easily grow further and finally become cloud droplets, which will eventually 
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transform to precipitation.  On the other hand, for the before clean-up case, this kind of 
initial CCN spectra at the cloud base means that the particles are much less likely to 
undergo further growth towards the cloud droplets size; then it is difficult to have 
precipitation there.  These theoretical results support what we find from the data analysis 
in Chapter II, that the air pollution aerosols suppress urban rainfall. 
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CHAPTER IV 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The formation of precipitation is very complicated.  Many factors have effects on 
the urban precipitation amount in a certain place, for example, the properties of the 
atmospheric aerosols like concentration and composition.  We mainly focus on how the 
concentration of air pollution aerosols affects the amount of tropical precipitation.  Here, 
we studied how the concentration of pollution aerosols affects the amount of 
precipitation both qualitatively and quantitatively.   
The fact that more and more countries have noticed the importance of the 
problem of air pollution and began or are beginning to clean up their polluted cities 
offers us a chance to study the relationship between the amount of pollution aerosols 
presenting in the atmosphere and the precipitations.  We chose four cities for study: 
Pittsburgh, Los Angeles, Beijing and Mexico City and mainly focus on Pittsburgh and 
Los Angeles.  By comparing the annual precipitation of two sites, one of which is in 
polluted area while the other is a relatively clean one, we can see that compared with 
some relatively clean sites, the precipitation of specific polluted sites decreased during 
the period when the city’s air quality keep going down and increased during the period 
after the clean up process became effective in many cites.  By the comparison of annual 
precipitation amount of two sites both in polluted area but with different elevation, we 
demonstrated that this effect was most pronounced at elevated sites downwind of urban 
areas with much upslope precipitation.  The analysis of the data of the air quality of the 
city and local precipitation amount in Pittsburgh, Los Angeles and Beijing has shown 
strong negative relationship between air pollutant concentration and local precipitation 
amount.  All these results can justify our hypothesis that air pollution aerosols can 
effectively suppress local precipitation. 
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In chapter III, we use a model of time dependent condensational aerosol growth 
(Kalyanasundaram, 1999) to numerically study the relationship of the amount of air 
pollution aerosols and precipitation.  First we simulate the condensational grow for 
different single species: NaCl, ,)( 44 SONH  ClNH 4)( , 42SONa , 3NaNO , 34NONH  with 
different initial supersaturations and total number concentrations.  From these results, we 
see clearly that the small particles can take up much water vapor and suppress the 
growth of big ones.  Also, high number concentration is a big impediment for the 
particles’ growth.  Ten time total number concentration will reduce 50% of most 
particles’ growth.  After that, we do the simulation based on the historical pollutant data 
of three cities: Beijing, Pittsburgh and Los Angeles.  Again, we find that the aerosols in a 
polluted city are less likely to grow big enough to serve as CNN than in a clean one.  
This means there will less likely to have precipitation in a polluted city than in a clean 
one.  This simulation result is consistent with what we found from the historical data 
analysis in Chapter II. 
So, we found both from historical data analysis and computational simulations 
that the air pollution aerosols can suppress the urban rainfall.  This is because, firstly the 
more small particles will take up too much water so that the big ones cannot undergo 
further growth toward the size of a CNN; secondly, higher number concentration will 
definitely increases the vapor depletion and suppress the growth further.
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APPENDIX A 
 
NUMERICAL METHOD FOR CALCULATION OF DROPLET GROWTH 
 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//./LMCond -fr0 R_Pg_1970__R_0.txt -fr1 R_Pg_1970_R_1.txt -fn0 R_Pg_1970_N_0.txt -fn1 
R_Pg_1970_N_1.txt -fi Ini_Pittsburg_1970.txt -RM 1.65E-7 -RS 6.27E-7 -NT 1E18 -SR 1.01 -NSP 7// 
/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
 /* 
 Version of numerical method for solution of droplet size evolution due to competitive growth.  
 The filename for the initial points ifile.inp and saturation values sfile.inp should be supplied as arguments 
on the command line. the base name for the output files and bin 
 file should also be provided as arguments on the command line. The species types are equally divided 
where initial droplet sizes are concerned. This version uses the Numerical  
 recipes version of tridag() rather than the low memory version of thomas() in ttrial.c  
 */ 
 
#include "stdio.h" 
#include "stdlib.h" 
#include "string.h" 
#include "malloc.h" 
#include "math.h" 
#include "time.h" 
 
#define NR_END 1 
#define FREE_ARG char* 
 
#define FALSE 0 
#define TRUE 1 
#define NBMAX 501        /* Maximum number of bins */ 
#define NGMAX 10001    /* Maximum number of grid points */ 
#define NPTCS 201          /* Maximum number of particles */ 
#define NZMAX 100       /* Maximum number of initial sizes */ 
#define NSMAX 100       /* Maximum number of saturation values */ 
 
/* Physical and material constants */ 
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#define M_PI    3.14159265358979323846     /* Value of pi */ 
#define RHOG    1.205                                    /* Density of air */ 
#define CVG     720                                         /* Specific heat at constant volume of air */ 
#define CPG     1010                                        /* Specific heat at constant pressure for air */ 
#define RHOW    1.0495E3                             /* Density of liquid (water) */ 
#define CVV     1463                                       /* Specific heat at constant volume of water vapor */ 
#define CPV     1952                                        /* Specific heat at constant pressure for water vapor */ 
#define TDIFF   0.32//0.58                              /* Thermal conductivity of gas and vapor */ 
#define CL      4218                                         /* Specific heat capacity of liquid */ 
#define L       2.5E6                                         /* Latent heat of condensation for liquid (water) */ 
#define UGC     8.3143                                   /* Universal gas constant */ 
#define MV      0.018016                                /* Molecular weight of liquid (water) */ 
#define ST      0.072                                        /* Surface tension of water */ 
#define MDIFF   2.0e-5                                   /* Diffusion coefficient */ 
#define MFP     6.8E-8                                    /* Mean free path of ambient water*/ 
#define MSSUL   0.09808                               /* Molecular weight of sulphuric acid */ 
#define MSNACL  0.05845                            /* Molecular weight of sodium chloride */ 
#define MSAMSU  0.13215                           /* Molecular weight of ammonium sulphate */ 
#define MNANO3  0.085                               /* Molecular weight of NANO3 */ 
#define MNA2SO4 0.128                              /* Molecular weight of NA2SO4 */ 
#define MNH4NO3 0.132                             /* Molecular weight of NH4NO3 */ 
#define MNH4CL  0.054                              /* Molecular weight of NH4CL */ 
#define NR_END 1 
 
void free_vector(double *v, int nl, int nh); 
void Initial(double NTotal, int nz, int nsp, double *rsurf, double *mcondi, double *mini, double *co, 
double RMean, double RSigma, int *species, double *rsp,double *mass); 
double *dvector(int nl,int nh); 
int *ivector(int nl, int nh); 
double **dmatrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch); 
void tridag(double a[],double b[],double c[],double r[],double u[],unsigned long n); 
double psoft(double temp); 
double pp(double mini, double mcond, double kelconst, double tem, double rsurf, int choice); 
void thomas(int n, double **g, double *b); 
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int main(int argc, char *argv[]) 
{ 
int    i_arg; 
double super; 
double flux, tembc, rhobc, t, *mcond, *dmass, *Imini; 
double *u, *pva, **rho, **tem, *rsurfi, *dtemp; 
int    zi,i; 
double *rhol, *a, *b, *c, *r, *eta, *num, *numc, ncons=0.0,qo; 
double *inter, dinter, kelconst, const1, const2, *s, so, psat, dt,tend=1.0; 
double satrinf, delta, prho, qlrho, qrho, trho,tlrho, bcqtem, ptem, qtem, rtem, r1tem; 
double dtem, rhoi, teminf, temi=283.15, deta, rinf=5.0E-5, kc,RHOG1; 
double *kn,*beta,*flag; 
double NTotal, RMean, RSigma; 
double *rsurf, *mcondi, *mini, *co, *mass,*rsp,MM, aw; 
int    *species; 
int    nz=500, nsp; 
int    ns=1, ngrid=201, nb=201; 
int    charnum, si, j, n1, n2, index,tflag; 
double *NSMax, *NS,*NSFlag; 
double RI,Variance,DR,GRSigma, *MTemp; 
double *RFinal, *NFinal; 
int    spn, ZiFlag; 
char   *FILE_R_0=NULL; 
char   *FILE_R_1=NULL; 
char   *FILE_N_0=NULL; 
char   *FILE_N_1=NULL; 
char   *FILE_IN=NULL; 
FILE   *fp, *fp1, *fp2, *fp3,*fp4, *fp5, *fp10; 
       
for (i_arg = 1; i_arg < argc; i_arg ++) { 
       
     if (! strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-fr0"))    FILE_R_0 = argv[++i_arg]; 
   else if (! strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-fn1"))   FILE_N_1 = argv[++i_arg]; 
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   else if (! strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-fn0"))   FILE_N_0 = argv[++i_arg]; 
   else if (! strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-fr1"))   FILE_R_1 = argv[++i_arg]; 
   else if (! strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-fi"))    FILE_IN = argv[++i_arg]; 
                else if (!strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-RM"))     RMean = atof(argv[++i_arg]); 
   else if (!strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-RS"))     RSigma = atof(argv[++i_arg]); 
   else if (!strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-NT"))     NTotal = atof(argv[++i_arg]); 
   else if (!strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-SR"))     super = atof(argv[++i_arg]); 
   else if (!strcmp (argv[i_arg], "-NSP"))    nsp = atoi(argv[++i_arg]); 
                else {  
                           printf ("Error. Argument '%s' is not recognized. \n", argv[i_arg]); 
                           fprintf (fp,"Error. Argument '%s' is not recognized. \n", argv[i_arg]); 
                            exit (0);} 
   }  
fp=fopen(FILE_R_0, "wrb"); 
fp1=fopen(FILE_R_1, "wrb"); 
fp2=fopen(FILE_N_0, "wrb"); 
fp3=fopen(FILE_N_1,"wrb"); 
fp10=fopen(FILE_IN, "r"); 
/* Allocate memory for vectors and matrices and allow index from 1 to N */ 
rsp=dvector(1,nsp); 
num= dvector(1, nb); 
mass= dvector(1, nz); 
species= ivector(1, nz); 
eta= dvector(1, ngrid); 
rsurfi= dvector(1,nz);   /* initial droplet radii */ 
rsurf= dvector(1, nz);   /* droplet radius at time t */ 
dmass= dvector(1, nz);   /* change in droplet mass from t to t+dt */ 
dtemp= dvector(1, nz);   /* change in droplet temp from t to t+dt */ 
co= dvector(1, nz); 
s= dvector(1, nz); 
mcondi= dvector(1, nz); 
rhol= dvector(1, nz); 
mcond=dvector(1, nz); 
pva= dvector(1, nz); 
mini= dvector(1, nz); 
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inter= dvector(0, nb); 
a= dvector(1, ngrid); 
b= dvector(1, ngrid); 
c= dvector(1, ngrid); 
r= dvector(1, ngrid); 
u= dvector(1, ngrid); 
kn=dvector(1,nz); 
beta=dvector(1,nz); 
flag=dvector(1,nz); 
rho= dmatrix(1,ngrid, 1, nz); 
tem= dmatrix(1,ngrid, 1, nz); 
NSMax=dvector(1, nsp); 
NS=dvector(1,nsp); 
NSFlag=dvector(1,nsp); 
Imini=dvector(1,nz); 
RFinal=dvector(1,3000); 
NFinal=dvector(1,3000); 
MTemp=dvector(1,3000); 
  
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
/* Set boundary and grid spacing and define linear uniform grid */ 
/* Default rinf=5E-5 corresponds to r_infinity of 50 microns */ 
/* Default finish time tend=1.0e5  */ 
deta = 1.0/(ngrid-1);  /* grid spacing; degault is deta=0.005 for ngrid=200 */ 
dt=1E-6;  /* Default time step in microseconds */ 
for(i=1; i<=ngrid;i++) eta[i]=(i-1)*deta; 
/* initial droplet conditions & saturation values */ 
for(i=1;i<=nsp;i++) { 
 fscanf(fp10,"%lf", &rsp[i]); 
 } 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
//// initialization for the log normal size distribution//////////////////////////////////////////// 
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 
GRSigma=(1.46*RSigma+RMean)/RMean; 
DR=5E-9; 
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nz=1; 
zi=1; 
RI=RMean-3*RSigma; 
 
for(i=1;i<=nsp;i++) { 
 NSMax[i]=NTotal*rsp[i]; 
 NS[i]=0.0; 
 NSFlag[i]=0.0; 
 } 
if(RI<=0) RI=5E-9;  
ZiFlag=(int)((RMean+5*RSigma-RI)/DR); 
srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); 
while (zi<=ZiFlag)   { 
 rsurf[zi]=RI; 
 co[zi]=NTotal/(sqrt(2.0*M_PI)*log(GRSigma)*rsurf[zi])*exp(-                                                                           
pow(log(rsurf[zi]/RMean),2)/(2.0*pow(log(GRSigma),2)))*DR; 
 species[zi]=2+rand()% (nsp-1); 
 spn=species[zi]; 
 NSFlag[spn]=NS[spn]; 
 NSFlag[spn]=NSFlag[spn]+co[zi]; 
              if(NS[spn]<=NSMax[spn]){ 
  mini[zi]=(-log(0.85)+2*ST*1.8E-
5/(rsurf[zi]*UGC*temi))*4/3*M_PI*pow(rsurf[zi],3)/1.8E-5; 
  if(spn==2) MM=MSNACL; 
  else if (spn==3) MM=MSAMSU; 
  else if (spn==4) MM=MNANO3; 
  else if (spn==5) MM=MNH4NO3; 
  else if (spn==6) MM=MNH4CL; 
  else if (spn==7) MM=MNA2SO4; 
  else fprintf(fp, "Error in the selection of Molecular Mass"); 
  mini[zi]=mini[zi]*MM; 
  mass[zi]=(4/3)*M_PI*pow(RI,3)*RHOW; 
  if(mass[zi]<5*mini[zi]) mass[zi]=5*mini[zi]; 
   mcond[zi]=mass[zi]-mini[zi]; 
  Imini[zi]=mini[zi]; 
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  NS[spn]=NSFlag[spn]; 
  //printf("%g\t %g\n", mini[zi], mcond[zi]); 
  nz++; 
  zi++; 
  RI=RI+DR; 
 } 
} 
RI=rsurf[1]; 
nz=nz-1; 
zi=1; 
 
/*Calculate initial droplet radius */ 
for(i=1; i<=nz; i++) { 
  flag[i]=1; 
 
 } 
satrinf= super; 
/* Set initial conditions */ 
psat= psoft(temi); 
RHOG1=RHOG; 
rhoi= MV*satrinf*psat/(UGC*temi); 
tembc= temi; 
rhobc= rhoi;  
for(i=1;i<=nz;i++) { 
 dmass[i]=0.0; 
 dtemp[i]=0.0; 
 for(j=1;j<=ngrid;j++) { 
            rho[j][i]=rhobc; 
            tem[j][i]=tembc;} 
} 
const1= 4.0*RHOW*M_PI/3.0; 
const2=RHOG1*CPG+rhoi*CPV; 
kelconst= 2.0*MV*ST/(UGC*RHOW); 
/* Open output file to write out r(t) for each saturation value */ 
 //fprintf(fp1,"0\n" );  /* t=0 & initial r in microns */  
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t = 0.0; 
fprintf(fp, "%-4.1lf\n",t); 
for(i=1;i<=nz;i++) { 
 fprintf(fp, "%-7.5g\n ", rsurf[i]*1E6); 
 fprintf(fp2, "%-7.5g\n ", co[i]); 
 } 
fprintf(fp, "\n"); 
for(t=dt;t<=tend;t+=dt) {  /* Time loop */ 
 so= 0.0;  
 qo=0.0; 
 for(i=1;i<=nz;i++) { 
                             so+= co[i] * dmass[i];   /* so is total vapor condensed */ 
                qo+= co[i]*(L*dmass[i]-CL*mass[i]*dtemp[i]);  /* total heat to gas */ 
                MTemp[zi]=mcond[zi]; 
 } 
 //printf("so=%g\n", so); 
 tembc+= qo/const2; 
 rhobc-= so; 
 psat= psoft(tembc); 
 satrinf= UGC*rhobc*tembc/ (MV*psat); 
 for(i=1; i<=nz; i++){ 
                             pva[i] = pp(mini[i],mcond[i],kelconst, tem[1][i], rsurf[i],species[i]); 
              } 
              for(zi=1;zi<=nz;zi++) { /* Droplet size loop*/ 
             delta= rinf-rsurf[zi]; 
             if(rsurf[zi]/rinf >1.2) { 
                          fprintf(fp, "*** Warning: rinf/ rsruf < 1.0 !\n"); 
                                        fprintf(fp, "\tsi= %d\tt= %g\tzi= %d\n", si, t, zi); 
                           fprintf(fp, "\trsurf[zi]= %g\trinf= %g\n", rsurf[zi], rinf); 
                           exit(0); 
                           } 
              if(flag[zi]==0) { 
                         continue; 
            }  /*  Skips to next size droplet as this has evaporated */ 
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                          rho[1][zi]= MV*pva[zi]/(UGC*tem[1][zi]); 
                          /* Density compution */ 
                          /* Set codfficients to pass to tridiagonal system solver */ 
                         a[1]= 0.0; 
                         b[1]= 1.0; 
                         c[1]=0.0; 
                         a[ngrid]= 0.0;    
                         b[ngrid]= 1.0; 
                         c[ngrid]= 0.0; 
                         r[1]=rho[1][zi]; 
                         r[ngrid]= rhobc; 
                         qlrho= MDIFF*dt/(delta*deta); 
                         prho= qlrho/(delta*deta); 
                        for(i=2;i<ngrid;i++) { 
                                 qrho=qlrho/(eta[i]*delta+rsurf[zi]); 
                                 trho= prho/tem[i][zi]; 
                                 a[i]= -prho+qrho+0.25*trho*(tem[i+1][zi]-tem[i-1][zi]); 
                                 b[i]=1.0+2.0*prho-trho*(tem[i+1][zi]-2.0*tem[i][zi]+tem[i-1][zi]); 
                                 c[i]= -prho-qrho-0.25*trho*(tem[i+1][zi]-tem[i-1][zi]); 
                                  r[i]= rho[i][zi]+qrho*(tem[i+1][zi]-tem[i-1][zi])/tem[i][zi]; 
                        } 
                        tridag(a,b,c,r,u,ngrid); 
                        for(i=1; i<ngrid; i++) rho[i][zi]=u[i];        
                        flux= (rho[2][zi]-rho[1][zi])*dt/(delta*deta);        
                        dmass[zi]= 4.0*M_PI*MDIFF*flux*rsurf[zi]*rsurf[zi]; 
                        mcond[zi]+=dmass[zi]; 
                        mass[zi] +=dmass[zi]; 
                       //printf("dmass=%g\n",dmass[zi]); 
                        if(mass[zi]<=Imini[zi]) { 
                                  dmass[zi]=0.0; 
                    dtemp[zi]=0.0; 
                    mass[zi]=Imini[zi]; 
                    mini[zi]=Imini[zi]; 
                  mcond[zi]=0.1*Imini[zi]; 
                  dmass[zi]=MTemp[zi]-mcond[zi]; 
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                  rsurf[zi]= pow(3.0*mass[zi]/(4.0*M_PI*RHOW), 1.0/3.0); 
                  flag[zi]=0; 
                  continue; 
                     }  /*  Skips to next size droplet as this has evaporated */ 
                     rsurf[zi]= pow(3.0*mass[zi]/(4.0*M_PI*RHOW), 1.0/3.0); 
                   /*Temperature computation */ 
                   /* Set coefficients to pass to tridiagonal system solver */  
                   bcqtem= 3.0*dt/ (rsurf[zi]*RHOW*CL*delta*deta); 
                  a[1]=0.0; 
                  b[1]=1.0+TDIFF*bcqtem; 
   c[1]=-TDIFF*bcqtem; 
   a[ngrid]=0.0; 
   b[ngrid]=1.0; 
   c[ngrid]=0.0; 
   r[1] = tem[1][zi] + L*MDIFF*bcqtem* (rho[2][zi]- rho[1][zi]); 
   r[ngrid] = tembc; 
   r1tem= dt/(delta*deta); 
   dtem = MDIFF*CPV*r1tem; 
   for(i=2; i<ngrid; i++) { 
   kc= TDIFF+MDIFF*CPV*rho[i][zi]; 
   rtem= kc*r1tem; 
   ptem= rtem/(delta*deta); 
   qtem= rtem/(eta[i]*delta+ rsurf[zi]); 
   a[i]= -ptem+qtem; 
   b[i]= CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG+2.0*ptem; 
   c[i]= -ptem-qtem; 
   r[i]= tem[i][zi]*(CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG); 
   a[i]/=(CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG); 
   b[i]/=(CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG); 
   c[i]/=(CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG); 
   r[i]/=(CVV*rho[i][zi]+RHOG1*CVG);} 
                 tridag(a,b,c,r,u,ngrid); 
                 dtemp[zi]= u[1]-tem[1][zi]; 
  for(i=1;i<ngrid;i++) tem[i][zi]=u[i]; 
                dtemp[zi], species[zi]); 
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   }/* end droplet size loop */ 
/* write out t, rsurf, and tem for each zi if desired*/ 
tflag=t*1.0E6 ;  
//printf("%g\n", satrinf); 
/* write every millisecond ( time unit is microsecond) */              
/* time in milliseconds & r in microns */ 
} 
 
fprintf(fp, "sat=%lf tem=%lf", satrinf, tembc); 
for(i=1;i<=3000;i++) { 
 NFinal[i]=0.0; 
 RFinal[i]=RI; 
 RI=RI+5E-9; 
} 
//printf("%g\n", RFinal[1]); 
for(i=1;i<=nz;i++) { 
 index=(int)(1.0+rsurf[i]/DR); 
 if(index>2000) {/*size range exceeded-change limit*/ 
 fprintf(fp1, "Range of bin sizes exceedd!\t"); 
 fprintf(fp1, "index=%d\n", index); 
              } else NFinal[index]=NFinal[index]+co[i]; 
} 
fprintf(fp1, "%-4.1lf\n",t); 
//for(i=1;i<=nz;i++)  fprintf(fp1, "%-7.5g\n ", rsurf[i]*1E6); 
for (i=1;i<=3000;i++ ){ 
 fprintf(fp3, "%-7.5g\n ", NFinal[i]); 
 fprintf(fp1, "%-7.5g\n ", RFinal[i]*1E6); 
} 
} 
void free_vector(double *v, int nl, int nh) 
/* free a float vector allocated with vector() */ 
{ 
 free((FREE_ARG) (v+nl-NR_END)); 
} 
double *dvector(int nl,int nh) 
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/* allocate a double vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */ 
{ 
 double *v; 
 v=(double *)malloc((unsigned int) ((nh-nl+1+NR_END)*sizeof(double))); 
 if (!v) printf("allocation failure in dvector()"); 
 return v-nl+NR_END; 
} 
 
int *ivector(int nl, int nh) 
/* allocate an int vector with subscript range v[nl..nh] */ 
{ 
 int *v; 
 v=(int *)malloc((int) ((nh-nl+1+NR_END)*sizeof(int))); 
 if (!v) printf("allocation failure in ivector()"); 
 return v-nl+NR_END; 
} 
 
double **dmatrix(int nrl, int nrh, int ncl, int nch) 
/* allocate a double matrix with subscript range m[nrl..nrh][ncl..nch] */ 
{ 
 long i, nrow=nrh-nrl+1,ncol=nch-ncl+1; 
 double **m; 
 /* allocate pointers to rows */ 
 m=(double **) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow+NR_END)*sizeof(double*))); 
 if (!m) printf("allocation failure 1 in matrix()"); 
 m += NR_END; 
 m -= nrl; 
 /* allocate rows and set pointers to them */ 
 m[nrl]=(double *) malloc((unsigned int)((nrow*ncol+NR_END)*sizeof(double))); 
 if (!m[nrl]) printf("allocation failure 2 in matrix()"); 
 m[nrl] += NR_END; 
 m[nrl] -= ncl; 
 for(i=nrl+1;i<=nrh;i++) m[i]=m[i-1]+ncol; 
 
 /* return pointer to array of pointers to rows */ 
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 return m; 
} 
 
void tridag(double a[],double b[],double c[],double r[],double u[],unsigned long n) 
{ 
 unsigned long j; 
              double bet,*gam; 
 gam=dvector(1,n); 
 if (b[1] == 0.0) printf("Error 1 in tridag"); 
 u[1]=r[1]/(bet=b[1]); 
  for (j=2;j<=n;j++) { 
  gam[j]=c[j-1]/bet; 
  bet=b[j]-a[j]*gam[j]; 
  if (bet == 0.0) printf("Error 2 in tridag"); 
  u[j]=(r[j]-a[j]*u[j-1])/bet; 
  } 
          for (j=(n-1);j>=1;j--) 
    u[j] -= gam[j+1]*u[j+1]; 
       
 free_vector(gam,1,n); 
} 
 
double psoft(double temp) 
{ 
           return(exp(77.34-7235.42/temp-8.20*log(temp)+0.0057*temp)); 
} 
/* 
   Tridiagonal system of equations solver using Thomas algorithm. 
   n is the number of equations. 
   b is the solution vector. 
*/ 
void thomas(int n, double **g, double *b) 
{ 
 int i; 
 g[1][3] = -g[1][3]/g[1][2]; 
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 b[1] = b[1] / g[1][2]; 
 for ( i=2; i<=n; i++) { 
  g[i][3] = -g[i][3]/(g[i][2]+g[i][1]*g[i-1][3]); 
  b[i] = ( b[i]-g[i][1]*b[i-1]) / (g[i][2]+g[i][1]*g[i-1][3]); 
 } 
 for ( i=n-1; i>=1; i--) b[i]+=g[i][3]*b[i+1];  
 return; 
} 
double pp(double mini, double mcond, double kelconst, double tem, double rsurf, int choice) 
{  
            double x,aw; 
            double pva; 
            if(choice==1) { //H2SO4 
                        x=3.0*MV*mini/(MSSUL*mcond); 
                        aw=exp(x); 
                        pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
           }else if(choice==2) { //NACL 
                        x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
  aw=1.0-0.6366*x+0.8624*pow(x,2)-11.58*pow(x,3)+15.18*pow(x,4); 
  pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
  }else if (choice==3) {// (NH4)2SO4 
  x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
  aw=1.0-0.2715*x+0.3113*pow(x,2)-2.336*pow(x,3)+1.412*pow(x,4); 
  pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
  }else if (choice==0){ // ideal salt 
  pva=(exp(-kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
  }else if (choice==4)//NaNo3{ 
  x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
  aw=1.0-0.552*x+1.286*pow(x,2)-3.496*pow(x,3)+1.843*pow(x,4); 
      pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
  }else if (choice==5) {//NH4NO3 
                        x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
  aw=1.025461-1.91093*x+4.720573*pow(x,2)-4.44043*pow(x,3)+0.491025*pow(x,4); 
           pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
  }else if (choice==6) { //NHCL 
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          x=mini/(MNH4CL*(mini+mcond)); 
           aw=0.9968-0.02611*x-0.001599*pow(x,2)+1.355E-4*pow(x,3)-2.317E-6*pow(x,4)-
1.113E-8*pow(x,5); 
           pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem)); 
 
  }else if (choice==7) {//Na2SO4 
      x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
          if (mini/(mini+mcond)<=0.4) 
         { 
      aw=1.0-0.00355*x+9.63E-5*x*x-2.97E-6*pow(x,3); 
         }else if (x<=0.67) 
          { 
      aw=1.557-0.0199*x-1.92E-5*x*x+1.47E-6*pow(x,3); 
            } 
            x=mini/(mini+mcond); 
            pva=aw*(exp(kelconst/(tem*rsurf)))*(psoft(tem));    
                         }else  printf("Warning: Error in Double PP"); 
                         return pva; 
} 
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